
HOW TO DRAFT A PERFECT BUSINESS PLAN

Whether it's to provide direction or attract investors, a business plan is vital for the success for your organization. But,
how do you write a.

A little Googling can yield a tremendous amount of data. Depending on the type of business you are starting,
you may or may not need the following sections. Ferraris are awesome but you're unlikely to sell many where
I live. Market Trends Participation and population trends favor our venture: Recreational sports in general and
both family-oriented and "extreme" sports continue to gain in exposure and popularity. However, we will
create web-based loyalty programs to incent customers to set up online profiles and reserve and renew
equipment rentals online, and provide discounts for those who do. Or attend sales meetings in person? Our
target market includes customers visiting the Shenandoah National Forest; last year , people visited the area
during spring, summer, and fall months. Financial Plan and Projections: Provide at least three years of
financial projections. They have a lot of crossover factors. Target market Who is your target market , or your
ideal customer? But give a clear and concise overview of how you plan on selling your product. You can
establish your pricing based on several factors. What marketing strategies do they use? Things have changed.
Where do you fit in? Who is currently trying to serve those needs? What are your competitive advantages over
the competition? Of course, these distributors take a percentage of the sales that pass through their
warehouses. To write the perfect plan, you must know your company, your product, your competition and the
market intimately. Some areas are more affluent than others. What are they trying to achieve? Know your
audience Write your plan using language that your audience will understand. Opportunity There are four main
chapters in a business planâ€”opportunity, execution, company overview, and financial plan. Later, when we
add new equipment sales to our operation, we will face competition from online retailers. Infographic 5. If you
are producing a consumer product, you may have milestones associated with prototypes, finding
manufacturers, and first-order receipt. Second, your business plan should be a tool you use to run and grow
your business, something you continue to use and refine over time. Marketing Strategy Our marketing strategy
will focus on three basic initiatives: Road signage. If you are offering a premium product, a premium price
will quickly communicate that message to consumers. How will you create customers and get them interested
in your business? Traction could be some initial sales, a successful pilot program, or a significant partnership.
Price too low and people may undervalue your offering. Or the service with guaranteed quality? What segment
of your market will you focus on? Offering drive-up, express rental return services will be seen as a much
more attractive option compared to the hassle of renting bikes in Harrisonburg and transporting them to
intended take-off points for rides. Document all aspects of your business. Deciding on your price can feel
more like an art than a science, but there are some basic rules that you should follow: Covering your costs. Are
competing businesses growing or scaling back their operations? Try business plan software â€” There are
plenty of business plan software tools, such as LivePlan , which offer business plan examples and guidance.
Your initial price may not be your primary profit center. While these questions may seem like a lot of work to
answer, in reality the process should be fairly easy. When you draft your Products and Services section, think
of your reader as a person who knows little to nothing about your business. But your analysis should go
farther: Great products are great


